Experimental and numerical test of the micrometeorological mass difference technique for the measurement of trace gas emissions from small plots.
Micrometeorological methods for measuring fluxes of gases between the land surface and the atmosphere are non-invasive: in fact, they do not interfere with natural processes of gas exchange. The Micrometeorological Mass Difference (MMD) approach can be used for many environmental monitoring purposes, such as to measure methane and carbon dioxide emission from landfills, methane production by grazing animals, trace gas emission from waste products and from agricultural soils, photosynthesis, and transpiration of plant canopies. The purpose of this study is to adapt the MMD technique, originally developed in Australia, to monitor CO2 and trace gases exchange rate at the plot level. Comparison of different treatments in replicated experiments requires plots of few rather than tens of meters. The tests reported here were performed on a square area (4 m x 4 m) in the meteorological field of the experimental farm of CNR-ISAFOM located in Vitulazio, province of Caserta, Italy (40 degrees 07' N, 14 degrees 50' E, 25 m above sea level) and consisted of the release of pure CO2 at different rates (1.7, 1.3, 0.6 L min(-1)) from a single source on the ground in the center of the experimental area and the consequent measurement of the environmental variables (wind speed and direction, CO2 concentration) at different times at four heights (up to 1.2 m) in order to compute the mass balance according to MMD technique. Measured flow rates well accounted for the mass of CO2 released. A flow underestimation occurred when wind speed dropped below 1.5 m s(-1), in accord with the previous findings obtained in Australia: this happened because anemometers can stall at low speeds, and their measurements are unreliable and because of significant loss of mass from the top of the apparatus. The experimental results were compared with outputs of Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) simulations. The commercial CFD package Fluent was used to evaluate performances and sources of errors. According to the experimental and numerical results, the MMD apparatus in our present configuration is suitable to be used for the monitoring of trace gas emissions of experimental plots. Advantages and limits of the present approach are discussed.